The Magazine Shelf
In a previous post, I mentioned that one of the few things I collect are bound
magazines. I try to limit myself to hardbound collections, but in a couple of cases
I’ve acquired soft bound when it’s necessary to complete a run. I’m no expert, but
here’s what I’ve located thus far. The only thing I don’t have that I know is
available are the volumes of Magick, published by Collectors Workshop, I believe.
I would be interested to know if anybody knows of additional published items:
Phoenix
Jinx
Richard’s Almanac
Ibidem & Aziz
Pallbearers Review
Epilogue
The Chronicles
Apocalypse
The Jinx
Kabbala
Hierophant
Seance
Swami / Mantra
Syzgy
The Magic Menu
The Compleat Invocation
Hugard’s Magic Monthly
Stanyon’s Magic
Pabular
Pentagram
Whew! That’s quite a list. Just eye balling it, I would guess that it’s about five feet
of books. Personally, I think you would be hard pressed to get more magic in any
other five foot shelf.
The soft bound category would include The Yearbook Reader and The New
Phoenix. Both worth having. We’ll look at some of these in greater detail in the
coming weeks.

Take care………

Drivel & Drool
These Fuckers Are Driving Me Crazy!!
At my age, it really doesn’t matter, but I worry for my kids. The mess that will be
left in the wake of the GII regime will be of such monumental proportions, that I
seriously question whether this country will ever recover.
Today, FoMoCo announced the elimination of another 30,000 jobs. The kind of
jobs that have driven our economy and were a center point in the rapidly
evaporating American Dream. Of course, our government had a comment:
Reacting to news of the job cuts, White House press secretary Scott
McClellan said: “Anytime someone loses a job we’re concerned about it,
we’re concerned about the community.”
However, McClellan said overall the economy “is going strong.”
Thats right Scott, you ignorant bastard. The economy is great if you want to flip
hamburgers or work in your garden. It’s great for illegal immigrants, people, like
you, sucking on the public teat and those government protected classes. For the
rest of us, it’s in the shitter. Pure and simple. May you all roast in the pits of
hell.
This administration has turned the country over to the most corrupt entities in
history, the American corporation. Meanwhile, George plays guns. What a fucking
disaster.

